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Algebra IA
Unit 1 Lesson 7/8 Classroom Extension
Addition/Subtraction of Signed (+/-) Numbers (Integers)

Objectives


Understand how to add and subtract with manipulatives.

Instructional Materials




Two different colored groups of items. Suggestions:


Colored paper strips



Plastic chips



Pennies & nickels



buttons

Combining integers worksheet (Next Page)

Classroom Activity


Let one color represent positive 1, and the other color negative 1.



Establish the rule that the combination of a positive integer chip and a negative integer chip
is zero. In other words, when you place a positive and negative next to each other, they
cancel out.



Provide students with 5 of each color and have them model the simple integer operations
provided on the activity sheet.



Make sure students represent addition as adding positives or negatives, and subtraction as
taking away positives or negatives.

Other Content Area Tie-in


Integers often come up when discussing temperature and money. Also, multiplication and
division are derived from addition and subtraction.
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Combining Integers
Name:_______________________________

Separate your items into two groups or categories (color is most common).
Categories:
Let one group represent positive integer chips. Let the other represent negative integer chips.
(Category)
Positive Integer:

_________________ (Color or shape)

Negative Integer:

_________________ (Color or shape)

Now that we have our positive and negative integer chips, please model the following
problems. Then, draw a picture of your model in the space provided. (Refer back to the
examples in lesson 3 for help)
1. 5 + 3

2. 6 − 2

3. −2 + 3

4. −5 − 1

5. 7 − ( −2 )

6. 5 + ( −5)

Create your own integer problems, and share with your group.
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Unit 1 Lesson 10/11 Classroom Extension
Fractions and Number Sense/Operation with Fraction

Objective
 Use manipulatives to add and compare fractions with unlike denominators
 Use manipulatives to grasp the concept of equivalent forms of fractions

Instructional Materials
 Copies of the activity sheets
 Copies of the handout with the shapes to be cut out
 Scissors

Classroom Activity
 Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?ID=U113 and follow instructions

listed at the top.
 Provide each student with a copy of the attached worksheet and ask them to model the

problems with the cut out shapes provided.
 Have them model various addition problems using the colored shapes.

Other Content Area Tie-in
 This will easily tie into equivalent fractions. It will show them that two triangles make a

parallelogram, three triangles make a trapezoid. This shows them what equivalent fractions
can be. Using more than one whole can also form mixed numbers.
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Please cut out the following shapes

1
=
3

1 whole =

1
=
2
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Unit 2 Lesson 5 Classroom Extension
Absolute Value

Objective


Investigate how absolute value is used in everyday life.

Instructional Materials


Newspapers

Classroom Activity


Analyze several days of reports from the newspaper that show the high and low
temperatures for cities across the country.



Assign each student a city in which they will record the rise and fall of the days’ high
temperatures on a vertical number line.



Observe and contrast the differences between the temperatures. Discuss how these
differences relate to absolute value.

Other Content Area Tie-in


Absolute value is used in statistical problems, such as finance and medicine. Suppose you
are driving a car. Driving too fast is a hazard and may earn a speeding ticket. Driving too
slow is also a hazard, and may also result in being ticketed. What matters is how different
one's speed is from the speed limit. This type of "difference" is fundamental to all sorts of
concepts in statistics, where the absolute value is used in various ways of quantifying how
well or how poorly one thing predicts another.
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Unit 2 Lesson 6 Classroom Extension
Order of Operations

Objectives


Use order of operations to simplify numerical expressions.



Develop algebraic understanding as expressions are simplified.

Instructional Materials


Who is Correct? Sheet (refer to NCTM’s website listed below)



Questions for students:
Why is it important for everyone to follow the same order in simplifying expressions?
[If we didn’t, we would come up with various answers for the same numerical expression.]

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?ID=L643 (NCTM). Follow the
instructional plan.

Math Connections


This makes connections with reading math. Students should improve problem solving
strategies. This lesson forces students to work together to reason through the problem.
This problem can force students to evaluate and explain why their answer is correct.
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Unit 2 Lesson 12-14 Classroom Extension
A Visual Representation of Logic

Objectives


Use pictures to develop an understanding of conditional statements



Give examples of direct, indirect, and transitive reasoning



Identify valid and invalid arguments

Instructional Materials


Direct, Indirect, and Transitive Reasoning Worksheets



Valid or Invalid Arguments Worksheet



Reference Sheet

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?id=L384 (NCTM). Follow the
instructional plan.

Math Connections


This makes connections with representing ideas visually. It assists the students in realizing
how beneficial visual models can be in solving various types of problems. This should
help students understand the notation of logic symbols as well
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Unit 3 Lesson 5 Classroom Extension
Combining Like Terms

Objective


Use manipulatives to recognize and combine like terms

Instructional Materials


Candy manipulatives (such as Skittles or M&Ms)

Classroom Activity


Provide each student with a small bag of candy. Assign a variable, algebraic term, or
constant to each color. (For example, let red represent x, let green represent y, let blue
represent x 2 , let yellow represent 1, etc.)



Describe each collection of candy by collecting like terms.



Use a black or whiteboard to record each student’s algebraic expression that represents
their candy. Then have students combine like terms to represent the total collection of
candy.

Other Content Area Tie-in


Discuss how like terms are used in every day life. (Example: Each person in the classroom
can share their age and then the “like ages” can be combined.)
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Unit 3 Lesson 10-14 Classroom Extension
Multiplying/Dividing Polynomials

Objectives


Understand the relationship between expanding and factoring polynomials



Factor trinomials



Multiply monomials and binomials

Instructional Materials


Polynomial Puzzler Overhead



Polynomials Puzzler Activity Sheet (And Answer Key)

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?id=L798 (NCTM). Follow the
instructional plan.



Questions for students:


Did you try to expand first, and factor only if the spaces couldn't be fill in
otherwise? Did you seek out the spaces that required factoring first?



Did you use a traditional method to expand and factor, such as FOIL, or did
you develop your own strategies as you worked?



What is the mathematical relationship between expanding and factoring?


Expanding and factoring are inverses of one another. Students may also
talk about the fact that expanding is multiplying and factoring is
dividing.

Math Connections


The students will make connections between multiplying and dividing polynomials.
Students will be able to make the connection between factors of a polynomials and dividing
polynomials.
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Unit 4 Lesson 2 Classroom Extension
The Difference of Two Squares

Objectives


Analyze and represent patterns using algebraic symbols



Represent and compare quantities with integers



Communicate mathematical language clearly

Instructional Materials


Pen/Pencil and paper

Classroom Activity


Ask each student to do the first three steps individually and without sharing with their
neighbors. Step 4 will be discussed after some experimenting with various numbers.


Step 1: Pick any two consecutive integers
(Consecutive integers occur one right after the other {…3, 4, 5, 6 …})





Step 2: Square each number and find the difference



Step 3: Find the sum of the two original numbers



Step 4: Explain why steps two and three give the same result

One possible reaction when students complete Steps 2 and 3 is often amazement, followed
by confusion. Allowing students to communicate with fellow students is an invaluable tool.
Students who are comfortable with variables and symbolic manipulation usually solve the
problem using an appropriate algebraic equation, for example,


(n +1)2 - n2 = (n2 + 2n + 1) - n2 = 2n + 1 = (n + 1) + n

(It’s important to realize that if n is the first number, n + 1 is always the second number.)


A solution such as that in the above figure can set the stage for a discussion of the power of
algebraic symbols; however, you may wish to delay this discussion while other students
explore the problem using a more arithmetic approach, one that is also at the heart of
algebra as generalized arithmetic. This approach usually involves repeating steps 1-3 for
several pairs of consecutive numbers.
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The figure below shows a sample of the results of this approach after the students have
organized their data. Invariably, several students try to find a pattern in the various
computations that they used to test the validity of Step 4. The students often have some
interesting observations, but they usually cannot adequately explain the underlying reasons
for the similarities in the results of the computations contained in Steps 2 and 3.



42 - 32 = 16 - 9 = 7

4+3=7

52 - 42 = 25 - 16 = 9

5+4=9

62 - 52 = 36 - 25 = 11

6 + 5 = 11

102 - 92 = 100 - 81 = 19

10 + 9 = 19

Because further investigation of patterns may be necessary for these students, pose a
similar task which is designed to supply scaffolding for the students' thinking. However,
instead of using two consecutive numbers, use two numbers that differ by 2 (e.g., 4 and 6).
Their investigations may lead to information similar to that in the previous figure. If
necessary, repeat this process for numbers that differ by 3, but many students will attempt
this exploration on their own.
42 - 22 = 16 - 4 = 12

4+2=6

12 ÷ 2 = 6

52 - 32 = 25 - 9 = 16

5+3=8

16 ÷ 2 = 8

62 - 42 = 36 - 16 = 20 6 + 4 = 10 20 ÷ 2 = 10


At this stage, the students are in a position to cross the algebraic divide. Encourage a
discussion in which students examine a holistic view of all the computations and attend to
the patterns found in them. Ask students what specific observations they made that allowed
them to express the general rule. In response, such comments may include "The second one
was the sum of the numbers times 2, so I guessed that the third one is the sum of the
numbers times 3."



The discussion can continue using such language, and the students can discover the general
pattern in the computation. At times, students may invent their own language to discuss
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their discoveries. Students may use the notion of "start-off numbers" to explain how they
understood the general computational aspects of the difference-of-squares factoring pattern.


Although algebraic understanding has emerged, the need to express the ideas with formal
algebraic symbols may still exist. If so, ask the students to use variables to write the results
of the three investigations. Their equations for each investigation, respectively, may
resemble the following:

Case 1: When b = a – 1, then a2 – b2 = a + b
Case 2: When b = a – 2, then a2 – b2 = 2(a + b)
Case 3: When b = a – 3, then a2 – b2 = 3(a + b)


Appropriate discussion or student insight can guide students to realize that the coefficient
outside the parentheses in those three cases is equal to the difference between a and b. That
is, a - b is equal to 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Eventually, this may lead students to form a
conjecture about the general factoring pattern:

a2 - b2= (a + b)(a - b)


Slowly and with guidance, the students make an algebraic leap. Further, they require very
little knowledge of symbolic manipulation to produce the expression; the construction is
grounded in their arithmetic experiences.

Math Connections


Connections will be made between patterns and algebraic expressions. Students will learn
how to model patterns using algebra, as well as learn of the significance of representing
problems using variables.
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Unit 5 Lesson 12 Classroom Extension
Work Problems and Percent Problems

Objectives


Recognize equivalent ratios.



Solve proportions to estimate population size.

Instructional Materials


Paper cups



White beans



Marker



Capture-Recapture Activity Sheet (refer to NCTM’s website listed below)

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?id=L721 (NCTM). Follow the
instructional plan.

Other Content Area Tie-in


The Questions for Students on the Capture-Recapture website (NCTM) provide an analysis
of how proportions relate to the population of robins.
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Algebra IB
Unit 1 Lesson 1 Classroom Extension
Functions and Relations
Objectives


Distinguish between relations and functions.



Create a model of a function.

Classroom Activity


Consider a soda machine that charges $1.00 per soda and offers Soda A, Soda B, Soda C,
Soda D, and Soda E. Does this soda machine represent a function? (No since the same
element in the domain [$1.00] is assigned to five different elements in the range [Soda A,
Soda B, Soda C, Soda D, and Soda E].)



Design a soda machine that is a function. Provide an illustration of the machine and
explain why it is a function. (Example: Let the cost of each soda be unique.)

Math Connections


The population of the earth is growing at approximately 1.3% per year. The graph below
shows the relationship between time and population. This relation is an example of a
function since each element of the domain (years) is paired with exactly one element of the
range (population).
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Unit 1 Lesson 5 Classroom Extension
Slope of a Line

Objectives


Investigate how slope relates to real-world data.



Use slope to approximate rates of change in the height of boys and girls at different ages.

Instructional Materials


Rate of Change Activity Sheet (refer to NCTM’s website listed below)

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?id=L668 (NCTM). Follow the
instructional plan.

Other Content Area Tie-in


Discuss other areas in which slope may be used to represent a rate of change. (Example:
Gas mileage in miles/hour)
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Unit 1 Lesson 8 Classroom Extension
Effects of Change of Slope and Intercepts

Objectives


Graph a line based on data points



Find the equation of a line



Identify the y-intercept and slope, and state their significance in the context of the problem

Instructional Materials


Rate of Change Activity Sheet (refer to NCTM’s website listed below)

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?id=L668 (NCTM). Follow the
instructional plan.

Other Content Area Tie-in


Discuss other areas in which slope may be used to represent a rate of change. (Example:
Gas mileage in miles/hour)
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Unit 1 Lesson 14 Classroom Extension
Applications

Objectives


Investigate scatter plots and the line of best fit using technology.



Use a scatter plot to illustrate data on wildfires.

Instructional Materials


Computers or laptops with internet access

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/ActivityDetail.aspx?ID=82 (NCTM) and read the
instructions found at the top of the page.



Complete the “Exploration” activity.

Other Content Area Tie-in


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?ID=L663 (NCTM) to investigate
wildfires and the correlations between variables using scatter plots and the line of best fit.
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Unit 3 Lesson 9 Classroom Extension
Graphing Quadratic Equations

Objectives


Explain the relationship between linear factors of a polynomial function and the graph of
the function



Based on the graph of two lines, graph the parabola that is the product of the two lines



Given the graph of a polynomial, find the equations of the line that could be components of
the polynomial

Instructional Materials


Student Activity Sheets (Refer to NCTM’s website listed below)



Three different colors to write with



Strip of paper or ruler



Graphing calculator (optional)

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?id=L282 (NCTM) and read the
instructions found at the top of the page.

Other Content Area Tie-in


Students will make connections between the degree of a function and the way it looks
when graphed. Student will also assess how the roots of a quadratic equation affect its
graph.
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Unit 3 Lesson 14 Classroom Extension
Modeling Exponential Growth and Decay

Objectives


learn to analyze data to determine the type of function that most closely matches the data



demonstrate an understanding of how modifying parameters will change the graphs of
functions by writing equations for those functions

Instructional Materials


Student Activity Sheets (Refer to NCTM’s website listed below)



M&M's



Paper



Plates, cups, or other containers



Stopwatches



Birthday candles



Matches



Heat-resistant tiles or plates



Rulers



Centimeter grid paper



Weather data



Metersticks



Jug or coffee pot with a spigot



Scissors



Graphing calculators




Strip of paper or ruler
Graphing calculator (optional)

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?id=L300 (NCTM) and read the
instructions found at the top of the page.
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Unit 4 Lesson 1 Classroom Extension
Systems of Equations – Graphing

Objectives


Create a map of a local town using a system of equations.



Write linear equations to represent roads on the map.



Find the solution to a system of equations graphically.

Instructional Materials


Graph paper



Rulers or straightedges



Colored pencils

Classroom Activity


Follow the steps below to construct a map of a local town.
1. Using graph paper and a straight edge, draw at least three roads in the town. (Estimate
their location.)
2. Write a linear equation to represent each road on the map.
3. Color-code the roads and create a key with the equation of each road.
4. Label the point of intersection of each of the roads.

Other Content Area Tie-in


Examine the map of a city or state and locate the points of intersection of the roads or
highways. Discuss why the points of intersection are important when traveling or
navigating in the city or state.
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Unit 4 Lesson 1-4 Classroom Extension
Systems of Equations

Objectives


Compare two cell phone plans through examples of different usage



Write equations to model allocation of money for each cell phone plan



Solve a system of equations various ways

Instructional Materials


Activity Sheet (Refer to NCTM’s website listed below)

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?id=L780 (NCTM) and read the
instructions found at the top of the page.



Ask students to solve the system of equations using the various algebraic methods learned
in lessons 2 and 3 from this unit.



Ask students the significance of their algebraic solution with respect to the graphical
solution.

Other Content Area Tie-in


Students should being to realize the numerous ways to solve a problem. They will make
connections between the graph of sets of functions and how it relates to the algebraic
definition of the function.
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Unit 5 Lesson 5 Classroom Extension
Experimental Probability and Simulations

Objectives


Compare experimental to theoretical probability.

Instructional Materials


Computers or laptops with internet access

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/ActivityDetail.aspx?ID=79 (NCTM) and read the
instructions found at the top of the page.



Complete the “Exploration” activity.

Other Content Area Tie-in


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/ActivityDetail.aspx?ID=143 (NCTM) to relate
probability to wildfires.
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Unit 5 Lesson 11 Classroom Extension
Circle Graphs

Objectives


Compare number of different color M&M’s.



Find percentage of different color M&M’s.

Instructional Materials


Several vending size bags of M&M’s



Paper Plates

Classroom Activity


Every student should wash his/her hands before this activity.



Students will break into groups



Each group will open a bag of M&M’s but they cannot eat them yet. They will arrange the
M&M’s by color on the plate, and count how many of each color.



Students will then organize the colors into a circle on the plate.



Ask students to locate the center of the circle, and draw lines from the center of the circle
to the points that separate each color M&M. They should notice that this now looks like a
circle graph. Each wedge represents the percent of colors in each individual bag.



Ask students to find the percentages of the colors by dividing the number of each color by
the total number of M&M’s

Math Connections


Students should make connections between percentages and pie graphs. Students also get
practice on collecting data. Students get practice in frequency. This will later connect to
area of a section of a circle.
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Unit 5 Lesson 14 Classroom Extension
Box-and-Whisker plots

Objectives


Create and read box-and-whisker plots.



Make decisions based on box-and-whisker data collected.

Instructional Materials


Box-and-whisker activity sheet (refer to NCTM’s website listed below)



NBA player statistics (refer to NCTM’s website listed below)

Classroom Activity


Visit http://illuminations.nctm.org/LessonDetail.aspx?id=L737 (NCTM). Follow the
instructional plan.



Ask the students to compare the median and mean of the data

Other Content Area Tie-in


Students will relate this to collecting data. They will also relate it to finding the median,
mode, and range. Students should be able to notice how the data spread affects the look of
the box-and-whisker plot.

End of Algebra Classroom Extensions
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